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Abstract

The Readers Project is an aesthetically oriented system of software entities designed to explore the
culture of human reading. These entities, or “readers,” navigate texts according to specific reading
strategies based upon linguistic feature analysis and real-time probability models harvested from
search engines. As such, they function as autonomous text generators, writing machines that become
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visible within and beyond the typographic dimension of the texts on which they operate. Thus far
the authors have deployed the system in a number of interactive art installations at which audience
members can view the aggregate behavior of the readers on a large screen display and also subscribe,
via mobile device, to individual reader outputs. As the structures on which these readers operate are
culturally and aesthetically implicated, they shed critical light on a range of institutional practices – particularly those of reading and writing – and explore what it means to engage with the literary in digital
media.

Introduction

The Readers Project was begun in 2009 in response to the question, “How might cellular
automata play out a ‘game of life’ – or rather a ‘game of reading’ – on the (complex) surface of
a text?” [1] In the best-known form of the game of life [2], the grid on which the cellular
automata live and die maps out generations of binary distinctions. (Figure 1) This grid and the
automata’s behaviors are one and the same. By contrast, a textual grid is inherently complex,
bearing all the structure of natural language, despite remaining – as graphic representation
– unambiguously two-dimensional and, indeed, both grid-like and cellular [3]. While certain
2D characteristics of visible language may have inspired us to ask our question about reading
and cellular automata (CAs), we do not claim any regular or formal relationship between CAs
and our expressive natural language processing [4]. In fact, while cellular automata have
proven a productive formalism in a range of art contexts [5], there has been surprisingly little
experimentation with CAs in the domain of literary art. The Readers Project thus represents an
initial foray into this interesting and problematic space.
The Framework

Because of the layered and discrete structures of natural language, it is possible to implement
cell-based procedural readers at any number of levels. A “cell” might correspond to a letter, a
word, a phrase, a sentence, and so on, each an atomic unit of a particular structural layer [6]. We
chose the typographic word as our cellular unit. We define the current word – or word being
read – as a “live” cell [7]. If a traditional Western linear reading is expressed in terms of cellular
rules, then we might say that a live word-cell will, in each generation, bring to life the cell
directly to its right while, itself, dying. A simple reader, defined in this way, could be arbitrarily
placed on a textual grid and, generation by generation, would seem to move from left to right
through the text. But what happens when such a reader reaches the rightmost word in a line of
type on the grid?
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We may seem to be over-articulating the most simple of operations,
but even here we discover an interesting and problematic encounter
between natural language and the formalized vectors of reading [8].
The rules of our simplest automata are determined by a left-to-right
culture of reading. However, the definition of “to the right” must be
further formalized such that when a live cell is at the end of a line,
the cell to its right will be the first word of the next line of text – far
to its graphical, if not its “literal” left. In prose, the notion of “end of
Figure 1. Created by Daniel C.
a line” is determined by typography, not by grammar or any other
Howe using Conway’s Game of
aspect of linguistic structure. In poetry, the composition of the line
Life. © 2010 Daniel C. Howe.
and thus the choice of a final word is generally deliberate, representing a correspondence between some aspect of poetics (minimally:
lineation) and typography. On an arbitrary prose grid however, even our simple automaton must
be taught to behave in a manner that implies no less than a poetics of prose reading, a poetics
that allows it (and ourselves) to move from line to line without breaking the process of reading
itself [9].
The Typographic Dimension

As the project has progressed, considerations such as these have suggested a distinction between
those aspects of typography that are properly the concern of graphic design and what we will
characterize as the typographic dimension. The latter might be thought of as the typographically
embodied space – necessarily shaped and structured – within which reading occurs. Another
way to recognize this proposed distinction might be to consider typography in the graphic
design sense as guaranteeing the visual legibility (or visual aestheticization) of linguistic elements,
whereas the typographic dimension constitutes the space for reading formed from the gathering
together of all those typographic elements required by a particular piece of written language.
Design in the service of legibility drives typography as is it usually addressed in graphic design,
whereas language-as-writing gives rise to a dimension of reading that is necessarily typographic
[10].
These considerations impressed themselves upon us as we implemented a formal definition of
typographic neighborhood. In order for procedural readers to navigate, they need to be formally
aware of the space within which they read.
Precisely which words nearby a current
live word-cell should be treated as its
formal neighbors? In answer to this
question, we identified, as in the game of
life, eight potential neighbors for each live
word-cell, four of which may be null [11].
We say that this definition is an aspect of
the text’s typographic dimension. It is set
Figure 2: The layout (a) of the traditional Moore neighborhood [12] as
out in terms of graphic proximities that
generally employed in “the game of life,” contrasted with the typoare dependent on typographic design, but graphic neighborhood (b) for a textual grid. Note that neither “eyes”
the procedural consequences of the
nor “and” are included in the neighborhood due to their lack, in this
definition are inflections of reading, not
example, of vertical overlap with the selected word below. The word
“others” is considered to occupy the NE neighbor position, while the
graphics.
NW position is null. © 2010 Daniel C. Howe.

Vectors of Reading

The first major gesture of The Readers Project is a re-conception of typography as a dimension for
a cellular automata–like “game of reading.” The project’s second significant move is the elabora-
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tion of forces that drive the various vectors of reading for its
automata. A majority of these forces are derived from the
engines of relatively straightforward text analysis and
generation, e.g., Markov-chains [13], context-free grammars,
feature analysis, etc. Effectively, we are re-placing and
re-contextualizing such engines within, rather than apart
from, the structures of their own supply texts. This requires
our processes to remain responsive to conventional reading
and writing even as they disrupt it, since the structures
within which they operate are culturally and aesthetically
implicated.
To date, apart from the simple reader, five readers with
distinct behaviors have been coded and implemented for
public installations of the Project, with a number of others
currently in development [14]. Here we will introduce only
the Perigram Reader in detail. Nonetheless, this reader
highlights both the Project’s exploration of generative reading
in terms of the typographic dimension of visible language,
and also the use of live or near-live natural language datamining to animate and direct its vectors of reading.

Figure 3: A Perigram Reader moving (a)
through Poetic Caption, a text written as a

The Perigram Reader is a left-to-right reader that also pays
“caption” for the project. Sample output (b)
attention to its northeast and southeast neighbors, in addition from the reader moving through this same
to its immediate neighbor to the “right.” It was designed to be text. As even 2D cellular automata generally
have simple visual characteristics, our reada reader that would progress through a text with a broadly
traditional trajectory but that might, on occasion, be deflect- ers are coded with a variety of configurable
visual behaviors that have become an imed from a simple linear path. It looks in particular at the
portant aspect of the Project’s aesthetics.
neighbors (NE and SE) that are ahead of it but on the lines
For the Perigram Reader (a), we highlight its
above or below. Thus, overall, it maintains a “forwards”
divergent path through the text in a distinct
color and shading, with a gradual return to
reading impetus. As its “game of reading” unfolds, should
either of its non-null neighbors (NE or SE) complete a phrase full color and opacity over time. © 2010 John
Cayley.
that is what we call a perigram, then that word-cell may be
selected, instead of the word to the right. We have defined a
perigram as a special variety of word-based n-gram (or Markov chain). In a standard word-based
n-gram, all possible word combinations in the text may be considered and ranked for frequency.
Here we define the perigrams for a given text to be a subset of these phrases that take typographic neighborhood into account. Our current algorithm collects only those combinations of
n-words that can be found within a variable reading window, generally around 20 words, around
the selected word. This definition is intended to include the selected word and all words that
might possibly be set adjacently, according to standard typographic practice [15]. An n-gram
sequence composed of perigrams will contain probabilistically assembled phrases with a vocabulary constrained by the typographic neighborhood, as defined above. It will, thus, contain
language tending to be more sensitive to the context of the particular passage from which it is
assembled.
As the Perigram Reader moves through a text, it remembers each previously read word and
checks its NE and SE neighbors as potential next words. (Figure 3) If it finds that a combination
of these three words (previous, current, and potential next, in order) constitutes a phrase with a
frequency above a certain threshold (i.e., it has been used previously in natural language to some
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Figure 4: Read for us, an installation from The Readers Project at the David Winton Bell Gallery, Brown University, December 2010.
© 2010 Danny Cannizzaro.

extent) then its reading path may diverge, effectively also generating an alternative text that is,
as it were, perigrammatic (See Figure 2b). As currently implemented, the Perigram Reader is
probabilistically weighted to tend rightwards and to proceed steadily through a text, although
it does so more quickly than a simple reader would (since
it tends to jump down to the line below more frequently
than it jumps up to the line above).
Rather than deriving perigrammatic frequency information solely from the domain of the supply text, for
existing Readers Project works, we have collected “counts”
from Google and other search engines [16]. This gives us
a loose but near real-time relative frequency for the
phrase, or else an indication, in cases where there are no
hits, that the phrase searched is not yet within the
domain of natural language as currently indexed on the
Internet [17]. Further, it enables reader behavior to change
over time (from installation to installation), reflecting
continuous changes to the corpus as updated by search
engine crawlers [18].
Reader Networks

Finally, we have developed a mechanism for distributing
the “readings” of each reader. Often, when a text has
more than one or two readers moving through it,
following a particular reader’s path can become quite
difficult for human observers. To address this, each
of the words selected by a reader can be sent to a server
process listening on a local or remote network port.
Browsers and other custom web clients may then
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Figure 5: A networked Mesostic Reader’s output
displayed on an iPhone. This reader is reading
through a text, looking beyond its neighborhood
in order to find words from the text that spell out,
mesostically, the phrase “It’s over, it’s done, [in
aligned capitalized letters] I’ve had the image.”
© 2010 John Cayley.

subscribe to particular readers and receive a relatively straightforward, linear presentation of
their chosen reader on the device they used to subscribe.
In this context, any of the project’s readers can manifest as a relatively straightforward text
generator. For human readers present at an installation, subscribing to a reader allows them to
clarify and focus the reader’s generated text stream, and to compare this distinct text with the
reader’s traversal of the original text as visible in the main display.
The features described above were realized for an installation in the fall of 2010. As illustrated in
Figures 4 and 5, a large screen with the text laid out in book-like opening displayed up to four
distinct readers traversing the text. The viewer was provided with an interactive console which
allowed them to select a specific reader for “focus,” ensuring its presence on the display, even as
it traversed remote sections of the text. Additionally, at each time-step, all readers sent their
current words to the server. Audience members
with web-enabled devices could then subscribe
to any of the four available streams. At the
installation site, these four streams were shown
on four wall-mounted iPad displays, as seen in
Figures 6 and 7.
Further developing the project’s relationship to
cellular automata, we have also experimented
with what we call Spawning Readers. A Spawn- Figure 6: Main display, console, and iPad displays at the installaing Reader is a reader that, in addition to the
tion from The Readers Project at Pixilerations [v.7], Providence,
Rhode Island, October 2010. © 2010 John Cayley.
capabilities described above, can spawn other
readers in its neighborhood. Whether it spawns
or not can depend on any number of criteria.
For example, we have implemented a reader
that spawns when individual words in its
neighborhood complete a perigram. This may
happen in any direction except the direction in
which the spawning reader is itself moving. So
far we have implemented a Simple Spawning
Reader, one that moves through the text like
Figure 7: The output of three separate Readers, presented on
the Simple Reader described above. In prinnetworked iPad displays. © 2010 John Cayley.
ciple, readers of any type might be generated
by a Spawning Reader, and its spawned readers, in turn, might be fertile, that is, capable
themselves of spawning. (Figure 8) This would quickly produce a highly complex visual display.
Thus, spawned readers may be configured to live only for a limited number of time-steps before
“dying.” For example, our current Simple Spawning Reader produces infertile Perigram Readers
that are constrained to move in the direction in which they were spawned. They can only
continue to exist if they find further perigrams in this direction. In the typographic space of
conventional prose this means that they will usually die within three generations or less.
Discussion

The attempt to apply a formal construct like “cellular automata” to the act of reading has forced
us to rethink the nature and complexities of the inscribed surface. The requirement to map this
surface onto a cellular grid has led us to the perhaps surprising realization that it is structured, in
the first instance, typographically – not stylistically, and not grammatically. Further, our
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articulation of the behaviors for our readers, even
simple readers, has forced us to recall that the
typographic dimension of inscribed language is
structured by its material cultural history, leading us
to derive somewhat counter-intuitive notions of
properties such as proximity and neighborhood,
when speaking of typeset words. It appears that the
possibility of playing off typographic relations
between words and their other linguistic, stylistic,
and poetic relations offers much in the way of
literary aesthetic potential. For example, consider the
relationship between linguistic collocation and
typographic neighborhood. Collocation and “simple
reading” not only correspond in typography;
Figure 8: Poetic Caption (see Figure 2) with a Perigram
typography is, precisely, one of the primary mechaReader (white) moving through it and a fertile Simple
nisms wherein the collocations of conventional
Reader (ochre) that is spawning infertile Directional
written text are constituted. If readers look for
Perigram Readers (gray) in all neighboring directions,
alternative collocations in the typographic neighbor- except west and east (the Simple Reader’s preceding
and following) words. © 2010 Daniel C. Howe.
hood of a word, the conventional correspondences
will be challenged and new sequences – with
collocational, and perhaps even literary, momentum – are proposed. Even the slight divergences
of the Perigram Reader generate tensions and literary potentials between the collocations of
simple reading and the alternates that it discovers.
The Project’s readers can, and do, look for other relations between words – alliteration, assonance,
rhyme, grammatical or semantic features, shared letters, indeed any stylistic feature or linguistic
property – that are within a word-cell’s “visible range,” allowing each reader to discern a vast
number of potential reading paths through the typographic space of the text. This process
amounts to no less than a dynamic visualization of poetics [19].
Conclusions

The Readers Project is explicit in its address to the institution of reading. By visualizing alternative
vectors for reading, it both celebrates and critiques this institution. As described above, it also
reveals and articulates a relatively neglected but vital aspect of this institution, the typographic
dimension. The project focuses on typography as a space for reading and writing rather than on
what it usually signifies: those far less neglected niceties surrounding the graphical representation
of linguistic substance; that is to say, typographic design. The Readers Project asserts the importance of typography in the practices of reading and writing, rather than simply illustrating how
the traces of these practices are manifest in the world. Less explicitly, the Project also concerns
itself with the institution and practices of writing, both presenting an alternative vision of text
generation and reflecting on writing that may be discovered within or as emergent from prior
writing – that is, with writing as performative reading.
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